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PARTICIPANTS : PRT TEACHERS (05 Feeder regions)
Diversity, a concept that is least understood, is an integral part of
nature & so are the diversities in the class. With the aim to accept it,
understand it in a better way and to make it a resource to enhance TLP
during class room teaching, a workshop on ‘Managing diversities in class
room’ for PRTs’ was organized from 23th to 27th October 2017 at ZIET
campus Chandigarh.
In the inaugural address, Mrs. Piya Thakur, Director ZIET
Chandigarh mentioned that every child is distinct and precious and it is us
who have to take them together.
Mrs. Aparna Ray (PGT English) KV Jakhoo Hills Chandigarh and
Mrs. Neelu Sharma (Sen.PRT)KV Jutogh Cantt. initiated the delebrations
& discussions.
Guest speaker Dr. Sunil Sharma, Dept. of Psychology, HP
University, stressed to accept every students as an asset. By conducting a
test to find the mental bend of the participants he progressed with the
concept of diversity.
Mrs. Anita Pathak HM(Retd) & Mrs. Chandra Umatt HM(Retd)
focused on expression by all students & life skills at the primary level in a
play way method including learning by activities specially focused on
students in need and involving dancing, singing & arts. They motivated
the participants with focus on ‘Teacher a Pivot’.
Mr. S.P. Singh discussed the situations that can make us understand
the diverse needs that can either make or break the child.
Finally key note address from Course Director, stressed on to ‘Bring
smile a on the face of a child’ and to be able to tap the potential in every
child, especially those in need. The workshop concluded with the thanks
giving note from the side of participants and also suggesting more such
workshops to be organized.
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